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Leadscanner ExpoElectronica Connect collects the complete

database of visitors to your stand. It contains the visitor’s

information and profile of your potential clients. Also it

allows you to exchange information with potential customers

promptly, process data and monitor (and control) the

effectiveness of your exhibition online.

Leadscanner ExpoElectronica Connect is the modern digital tool

for organizing work at the exhibition which improving the

commercial effectiveness of your participation.
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Leadscanner ExpoElectronica Connect simplifies the 

achievement of the commercial result of your exhibiting: 

You shouldn’t waste your time on filling out forms and

collecting business cards – Leadscanner ExpoElectronica

Connect will do it for you

The visitors of your stand will appreciate opportunity to get

your materials (catalogs, presentations, price lists) in

electronic form rather than carry these heavy materials all

day

The obtained database of potential customers will allow you

to categorize your customers according to their product

interest, type of company, etc. You will be able to analyze the

demand for your products and create a sales strategy that

allows to obtain maximum commercial benefit from

participation in the exhibition.

In addition, you will be able to evaluate the effectiveness of

the exhibition and each manager’s KPI individually and

generate reports on the exhibition.

You can download collected database of your potential

clients in one click and make an offer to customers faster

than competitors.

Gives commercial benefits due to faster data

processing
Saves time and forms the final database of

potential clients

Increases potential customer loyalty due to easy

using

Assess the effectiveness of exhibiting and

forecast future sales
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Create reports on each

manager’s KPI at the

exhibition

Identify your stand visitors

by barcode on their

badges. It allows your

manager to choose right

negotiation script

Collect database of visitors to

your stand that contains

contact details and visitor’s

profile. The database is

available online 24/7 in your

personal account.

Send your promo materials

(catalogues, brochures, price

lists etc.) to the visitor’s

personal account in the

electronic format

Create online reports about

effectiveness of your activity

at the exhibition

Leadscanner ExpoElectronica Connect is

working for you: 
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Manager at the stand start talking with the visitor 
and ask to scan his/her badge

The visitor’s profile appears on the screen

Manager choose the better script
for negotiation. The visitor’s
profile is available on the screen
for 20 sec.

• If 20 sec is not enough to evaluate the data, please, press the “Pause”
button in the left bottom corner of the screen
• If the visitor is not interesting for the company, please, press the “Cancel” 
button
• To continue work with the current visitor, please, press the “Next” button 

John Doe

How does the Leadscanner 
ExpoElectronica Connect work: 
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To finish working with the visitor, please, press the
“Finish” button

The list of your materials appear on the screen

In this mode the full list of your materials is available on 
the screen

Invite the visitor to choose the most interesting
materials; selected materials will be available to the
visitor in his personal account

If you would like to add a comment to continue working
with the visitor, please, press the “Message” button (in
the right top corner). A comment will be seen only in
your database, the visitor will not see it
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ExpoElectronica Connect
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Choose all

Finish

How does the Leadscanner 
ExpoElectronica Connect work: 
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Additional questionnaire contains questions and answers for your stand visitors.
As an example, the visitor can choose the manager who worked with him.

After using the Leadscanner you will receive database
containing full profile of your potential customers. Contact
details are collected from Organizer’s registration form, but the
product interest is collected from your questions.

Additional questionnaire appears on the screen

Additional questionnaire can contain a few questions
(recommended no more than 5): each question is available
on the separate screen.

Collected information from additional questionnaire is
available in your database and reports. The visitor will not
see this information.

Alexander Ovechkin

Anton Shipulin

Evgenia Medvedeva

Other manager

nextbackcancel

Manager

How does the Leadscanner 
ExpoElectronica Connect work: 
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The database sample that is formed in your personal 
account

The database contains the following information:

Full name of visitor

Contacts, including cell phone number, e-mail address, etc.

Name of the company, type of company activity and number of employees

The role and level in the company

The interest in your product

The purpose of the visiting the exhibition

The list of  your company’s promo-materials for which interest was expressed (optional)

You can download database and other 
reports from your personal account in 
following formats:

The list of your company’s products for which interest was expressed (optional)

Manager comments (optional)

How does the Leadscanner 
ExpoElectronica Connect work: 


